• NEW - extended 2 MB memory

• Award-winning intelligent remote control with large touch-screen LCD

• Dynamic, intuitive user interface for complete control of all audio/video products

• Unique and fully customisable learning remote control

• Software upgradeable

• Unlimited macro functionality
SBC RU940

Standard product information

- Power supply: 4 x LR6 (included)
- Battery lifetime: 6 months
- Processor: Motorola DragonBall MC68328
- SRAM: 512 Kb (0.5Mb)
- Flash memory: 2048 Kb (2Mb)
- PC port: RS232 Serial port (3 wire connector)
- Transmission type: IR universal
- Transmission system: Modulated
- Effective IR range: > 15 meters
- Transmission angle: 130 deg.
- Transmission LEDs: 5
- No. direct access buttons: 8
- Audio: Piezo speaker with adjustable volume
- Weight: 250g, with batteries
- Dimensions (mm): 138 x 92 x 38 (L x W x H)
- Warranty: 1 year European warranty

LCD information

- Dimension (mm): 77 x 58
- Resolution: 320 x 240, 0.24mm pitch
- Refresh rate: 70 Hz
- Color scales: 4 gray levels
- Dynamic LCD input: Finger or blunt object
- EL backlighting: Yes

Installation

- Pre-installed: RCS, RC6 (Philips & Marantz ready)
- Learnable: Yes
- No. of devices: Unlimited (within memory)
- No. of learnable codes: Unlimited (within memory)

Features

- Direct-access buttons: Mute, Channel Up/Down, Volume Up/Down, Right/Left Configuration buttons, Backlight button
- Customisable User Interface: Yes
- Software upgradeable: Yes
- Macro functionality: Yes, Unlimited (within memory)
- Timer functionality: Yes, Unlimited (within memory)
- Automatic backlighting: Yes
- LCD Contrast adjustment: Yes
- Auto power on/off: Yes

Packaging

- Type: Pronto (SBC RU940/00), Docking station (SBC RU941/00)
- Dimensions (mm): Pronto: 196 x 241 x 54, Docking station: 196 x 241 x 79
- Languages: GB, D, F, NL
- Languages IFU: GB, D, F, NL
- EAN code: Pronto: 9082 100 00517, Docking station: 9082 100 00518
- Inner carton: NONE

Pronto is as unique as you are!
Pronto’s unparalleled design combines the benefits of a dynamic, digital user interface with direct access buttons. It’s easy to add, delete, and label new buttons or menus. This allows maximum customisation according to individual needs and tastes.

Universal, learnable and expandable
Pronto can control almost all infrared (IR) receiving devices. It comes pre-programmed with RCS and RC6 commands for Philips and Marantz components. Pronto can be ‘taught’ to control any other IR controlled product, regardless of brand.

Unlimited macro functionality and timer facility
Allows combinations of commands to be created and controlled under one macro button. The Pronto’s timer can programme your VCR to record and play at any time. Perfect for putting you in total control of your home entertainment products.

Software upgradeable
Thanks to ProntoEdit software, which is freely available on the Internet, and which enables configurations to be duplicated, new IR codes to be stored, and graphics and templates to be added.

Pronto recharge docking station
Optional recharging system that’s ideal for table-top operation while charging Pronto, and for storing Pronto when not being used.

Pronto recharge docking station (optional)
- Keeps Pronto charged when not in use
- Allows Pronto to be used even while docked
- Includes NiMH rechargeable battery, power adaptor and docking station

http://www.pronto.philips.com